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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to investigate the Frobenius powers of ideals in
affine rings of prime characteristic p. If R is such a ring and I ; R is an
ideal, the eth Frobenius power of I, which shall be denoted as I w p
e x, is the
ideal of R generated by all peth powers of elements in I.
Unlike ordinary powers of ideals, Frobenius powers exhibit a rather
 q.complicated behavior. For example, while Ass RrI is constant for all
w x  w q x. e w xlarge q McA , this is not the case for Ass RrI for large q s p K .
Another example in the case of a homogeneous ideal I in a local ring
primary to a maximal ideal, the associated Hilbert]Kunz function, turns
w xout to have a rather surprising behavior HM . The underlying reason for
this very different behavior is probably best explained by the fact that
while ordinary powers of ideals have rather natural geometric interpreta-
tions as arising in various ``blowup algebras'' such as associated graded
rings and Rees algebras, we do not have a good geometric insight into
Frobenius powers of ideals.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the computational complexity of
Frobenius powers of ideals in affine rings: Let k be a field of prime
w xcharacteristic p and let I, J be ideals of R s k x , . . . , x . The eth1 n
Frobenius power of the image of I in RrJ will be the image of J q I w p e x in
R. With this setup we ask the following two questions:
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 .1 If we fix in R the reverse lexicographic order on monomials, do
the maximal degrees of elements of Grobner bases for J q I w p e x growÈ
linearly with pe?
 .2 If I and J are homogeneous ideals, does the Mumford]Castel-
nuovo regularity of J q I w p e x grow linearly with pe?
The second question provides yet another example of the ``good behav-
w xior'' of ordinary powers of ideals: in S I. Swanson has shown that the
regularity of ordinary powers grows linearly. Her argument exploited the
good properties of certain Rees algebras.
The author conjectures that both these questions have an affirmative
answer, and this paper will both describe certain classes of ideals for which
one can prove these conjectures and describe certain reductions one can
introduce.
The author's main motivation for addressing this problem originates
from the theory of tight closure, which we define as follows: Let R be a
ring of prime characteristic p and let I ; R be an ideal. We define the
tight closure of I, IU , as all a g R such that for some c g R not in any
minimal prime of R we have caq g I w q x for all large q. We refer the reader
w xto HH for a systematic description of tight closure and its properties.
One of the most tantalizing questions regarding tight closure is whether
it commutes with localization. Given a ring R of characteristic p, an ideal
y1 U .  y1 .UI ; R, and a multiplicative system S ; R, we have S I ; S I . Is
y1 U .  y1 .Uit true that S I s S I ?
There exist very few results concerning the commutativity of localization
with tight closure. An affirmative answer has been given when I is
generated by a regular sequence, when I is primary to a maximal ideal
w xHH , and when R has weak test elements and RrI has finite phantom
w xprojective dimension AHH .
We shall prove that if R is a homomorphic image of a polynomial ring
one could give an affirmative answer to the question of whether tight
closure commutes with localization at one element if the degrees of
Grobner bases with respect to the reverse lexicographic order of FrobeniusÈ
 .powers of ideals grow linearly Conjecture 4 . We will show that this
 .property holds in some special cases Sections 3 and 4 . As a result we
obtain that tight closure commutes with localization at one element in
some cases, including the case where R is obtained by killing a monomial
ideal. The rest of the paper studies the possible application of the notion
of regularity to Conjecture 4.
Throughout this paper p will always denote a prime integer, and q will
be some positive integer power pe.
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2. TIGHT CLOSURE: LOCALIZING AT ONE ELEMENT
Let R be a ring of characteristic p, let I ; R be an ideal, and let a g R
 .Ube a non-zero element. If xr1 g IR then for some cr1 g R not ina a
 . q . w q xany minimal prime of R we have cr1 x r1 g I R for all large q;a a
 .hence for all large q there exists a minimal positive integer a such thatq
caaq x q g I w q x.
If we were able to bound a with a linear function of q, i.e., if thereq
exists an integer b such that a F bq for all large q, then we would haveq
 b .q w q x b U Uc a x g I , which would imply that a x g I , i.e., xr1 g I R , show-a
 U .  .Uing that I R s IR .a a
This observation is the main motivation for the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1. Let R be a ring of prime characteristic p, let I ; R be
an ideal, and let a g R be a non-zero element. There exists an integer b
bq 0 w q x.such that a H RrI s 0a
If we restrict our attention to the case where R is a homomorphic image
of a polynomial ring we can restate this conjecture as follows:
w xConjecture 2. Let R s k x , . . . , x , where k is a field of characteristic1 n
p, let I, J be ideals of R, and let a g R be a non-zero polynomial. Then
bq w q x `.there exists an integer b such that for all large q, a J q I : a ;R
J q I w q x.
The next reduction is an easy application of the following simple
observation.
w xLet R be any commutative ring, S s R y , . . . , y . Let I ; R be an1 r
ideal and let f , . . . , f g R. Then1 r
 .   . .1 We have IS q y y f , . . . , y y f S l R s I.1 1 r r
 .2 For any a g R we have
I : aR s IS q y y f , . . . , y y f S : aS l R . .  . .R 1 1 r r S
We now can further reduce to the case where a is one of the variables:
w x X  . Xlet S s R y , J s JS q a y y S, and I s IS. Then for all i G 1
J q I w q x : ai S ; J X q I Xw q x : ai s J X q I Xw q x : y i . .  .  .R S S
This last colon ideal can be computed with the aid of the following
lemma:
 w x.  a1 ar 4LEMMA 3. Proposition 15.12 in E . If x f , . . . , x f is a gradedn 1 n r
Grobner basis for the ideal K with respect to the re¨erse lexicographic order,È
 4and if none of f , . . . , f are di¨ isible by x , then F s f , . . . , f is a GrobnerÈ1 r n 1 r
 `. maxa1, . . . , ar . `.basis for the ideal K : x . In particular, x K : x ; K.n n n
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We can now re-state the previous conjecture as a conjecture about
Grobner bases:È
w xConjecture 4. Let R s k x , . . . , x , where k is a field of characteristic1 n
p, let I, J be ideals of R. Let G be a minimal Grobner basis for the idealÈq
J q I w q x with respect to the reverse lexicographic order. There exists an
integer b such that the degrees in x of the elements of G are boundedn q
by bq.
The following lemma will be useful for reducing our problem to the
homogeneous case:
 w x. w xLEMMA 5. cf. Exercises 15.41 and 15.39 in E . Let R s k x , . . . , x ,1 n
w xwhere k is a field, S s R x , and fix the re¨erse lexicographical order in both0
R and S. For any r g R, let r h g S be the homogenization of r with respect to
x , and for any s g S let s g R be the image of s under the specialization0
 h h.x s 1. Let f , . . . , f g R, and let G ; S be a Grobner basis for f , . . . , f S.È0 1 r 1 r
 .Then G is a Grobner basis for f , . . . , f R.È 1 r
 .  4EXAMPLES 6. 1 Let J s 0. It is easy to verify that if G s g , . . . , g1 n
 q q4 w q xis a Grobner basis for I then G s g , . . . , g is a Grobner basis for I .È Èq 1 n
One way of seeing this is that all operations needed to produce a GrobnerÈ
w q x w q q xbasis for I are carried out in k x , . . . , x .1 n
 .2 In general, there does not seem to be a straightforward method
of producing a Grobner basis for J q I w q x from a Grobner basis for J q I.È È
 2 . For example, let p be any prime integer, J s x x y x , and I s x x1 2 4 1 3
2 . w q xy x . A minimal Grobner basis for J q I with respect to the reverseÈ4
lexicographic order is
x x y x 2 j x i x q x 2 qyi. y x qy i x 2 q . 4  40F iFq1 2 4 1 3 4 2 4
3. THE CASE WHERE J IS GENERATED BY
MONOMIALS
In this section we give an affirmative answer to Conjecture 4 when J is
generated by monomials.
We first introduce some notation: x will be a set of variables x , . . . , x ;1 n
lowercase Greek letters will denote multi-indices in Nn; for such a multi-
 1. n.. a a 1. a n.index a s a , . . . , a , x is defined to be x ? . . . ? x . If s is a1 n
positive integer, x s will stand for x s ? . . . ? x s . If a is a multi-index and s is1 n
 1. n..a positive integer, sa s sa , . . . , sa and if b is another multi-index,
 4   1. 1.4  n. n.4.max a , b is the multi-index max a , b , . . . , max a , b .
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w xWe fix a field k of prime characteristic p, and k x will denote
w x w x  .k x , . . . , x . For a polynomial f g k x , we denote by HT f the head1 n
w xterm of f. We also fix an unspecified monomial ordering in k x .
 . a q q b i  . g q qd j  .LEMMA 7. 1 Let f s x  a x a g k , g s x  b x b g k .i i i j j j
 . l  .qThen for all large q, the S-polynomial S f , g can be written as x h x for
w xsome h g k x where l and h do not depend on q.
 .  a i  .q42 Let L be a sequence of ideals generated by x f x withq i
w xf g k x . Then for all large q, L has a Grobner basis whose elements ha¨eÈi q
a  .qalso the form x f x .
 .   l .  l .4Proof. 1 If q ) max a , g for all 1 F l F n then for all l we
have
¡  l .  l .  l .  l .  l .max a , g q q b if b s d 4 1 1 1
 l .  l .  l .  l . l .  l .  l .  l . ~g q qd if b - dmax a q q b , g q qd s 4 1 1 11 1
 l .  l .  l .  l .¢a q q b if d - b .1 1 1
 4Therefore, max a q q b , g q qd can be written as m q qn where m and1 1
 4  4n do not depend on q. Furthermore, m F max a , g and n F max b , d .1 1
We now compute the S-polynomial
x mqqn x mqqn
q a q q b q g q qdi jS f , g s b x a x y a x b x .  1 i 1 jaqq b gqqd1 1x xi j
qqm qnyb . q b qnyd . qd1 i 1 js x x b a x y x a b x . .  . 1 i 1 j /
i j
Taking l s m and h s xnyb1 b a x b i y xnyd1 a b x d i we get thei 1 i j 1 j
desired form.
 .2 The previous argument shows that when applying the Buch-
berger Algorithm to the generators of L , the resulting Grobner basis willÈq
have the desired form.
w xTHEOREM 8. Let I, J ; k x be ideals and assume that J is generated by
 4 lmonomials. There exist a positi¨ e integer l, multi-indices l , and polyno-i is1
 4 l w x  li  .q4 lmials h ; k x such that for all large q, x h x is a GrobnerÈi is1 i is1
basis for J q I w q x. In particular, Conjecture 4 is true when J is generated by
monomials.
Proof. Notice that J q I w q x can be generated by elements of the form
a  .q w q0 xx f x where either a s 0 or f s 1. By replacing I with I for some
large q s pe0 we may further assume with no loss of generality that the0
w q x a  .qideal J q I has a Grobner basis whose elements have the form x f x .È
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Fix some q and use the second part of Lemma 7 to pick a Grobner basisÈ
 li  .q4 l w q xG s x h x for J q I . It is enough to show that G sq i is1 p q
 li  . p q4 l w p q xx h x is a Grobner basis for J q I . In view of the first part ofÈi is1
Lemma 7, it is enough to show that for all 1 F i - j F l the S-polynomial
 li  . p q l j  . p q.S x h x , x h x reduces to zero with respect to G . Lemma 7i j p q
a  . p qalso shows that these S-polynomials will have the form x f x for some
w x a  .q w q xf g k x , where x f x g J q I . Therefore, it will be enough to show
a  .q a  . p qthat if x f x reduces to zero with respect to G then x f x reducesq
to zero with respect to G . If this were not true, we could pick counter-p q
a  .q w q xexample x f x g J q I whose head term is minimal with respect to
w x a  .qthe monomial ordering in k x . Since x f x reduces to zero with respect
li  .qto G , the head term H of some x h x g G divides the head term ofq i q
a  .qx f x and
qaHT x f x . .q q qa l aiHT x f x y x h x - HT x f x . .  .  . .i /H
But if
q ql li iH s HT x h x s x HT h x .  . .  .i i
 a  . q . a   . q .  l i  . p q .divides HT x f x s x HT f x then HT x h x si
li   . p q.  a  . p q. a   . p q.x HT h x divides HT x f x s x HT f x andi
p qaHT x f x . .p q p q p qa l aiHT x f x y x h x - HT x f x . .  .  . .p q il i /HT x h x . .i
Notice that the polynomial of the left hand side of the inequality can be
a  . p q a  .qwritten in the form x g x and by the minimality of x f x this
polynomial reduces to zero with respect to G , and therefore, so doesp q
a p q .x f x , a contradiction.
4. THE CASE WHERE J IS GENERATED BY BINOMIALS
w xThroughout this section R will denote the polynomial ring k x , . . . , x1 n
where k is a field. We fix the reverse lexicographic term order on R.
We now assume that J is a general ideal, and we reduce to the case
where I is generated by variables.
 .Let I s f , . . . , f and introduce new variables y , . . . , y . Let S s1 r 1 r
w x X  .R y , . . . , y and J s JS q f y y , . . . , f y y . Then for all i G 1 we1 r 1 1 r r
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have
J q I w q x : x i S ; J X q I w q x : x i s J X q y q , . . . , y q S : x i . . .  .  .R n S n 1 r S n
An immediate consequence of this observation is that if Conjecture 1
fails when R is an homomorphic image of a polynomial ring, then there
exists a counter-example with I generated by images of variables.
We now consider the case where J is generated by binomials.
LEMMA 9. Let b , . . . , b be binomials in R and m , . . . , m monomials1 r 1 s
in R.
 .  .1 The elements of a Grobner basis for b , . . . , b R are binomials.È 1 r
 .2 Assume that b , . . . , b form a Grobner basis. For all 1 F i F s letÈ1 r
 . sG be a Grobner basis for b , . . . , b , m R. Then D G is a Grobner basisÈ Èi 1 r i is1 i
 .for b , . . . , b , m , . . . , m R.1 r 1 s
Proof. The first claim is an immediate consequence from the fact that
the S-polynomial of two binomials is a binomial. To prove the second
assertion we notice that the S-polynomial of a binomial and a monomial is
a monomial, hence the elements of G consist of b and a set of monomi-i i
als. Since b , . . . , b is assumed to be a Grobner basis, the S-polynomial ofÈ1 r
stwo elements in D G reduces to zero.is1 i
LEMMA 10. Let J ; R be generated by binomials, with Grobner basisÈ
x a 1. q a x b 1. , . . . , x a  r . q a x b  r . , .1 r
where a g k for all 1 F j F r and x a  j. ) x b  j. for all 1 F j F r. Fix y g Rj
to be one of the ¨ariables of R and for each positi¨ e integer n let G be an
n r  d < d b  j.4reduced Grobner basis for J q y R. Let M s D x x di¨ ides x jÈ js1
 4y . For all large n, if g g G then g s mh for some m g M and h g G .nq1 n
Proof. To simplify notation we will assume that y s x . We first notice1
that each G will consist of the given Grobner basis for J and anÈn
 a  j..additional set of monomials. We also notice that for n ) deg x we
have
S x nq1 , x a  j. q a x b  j. s x S x n , x a  j. q a x b  j. . .  .1 j 1 1 j
e e  a  j.Each monomial x g G can be written as x s S m, x qnq1
b  j.. g da x ra for some monomial m g G . Assume we can write m s x xj j nq1
g d z  g a  j. b  j..with x g G and x g M and let x s S x , x q a x ra .n j j
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We want to write x e s xD x z with xD g M. For each 1 F i F n we have
g y a q b , if g G ai i i i i
z si  b , if g - ai i i
and
g q d y a q b , if g q d G ai i i i i i i
e si  b , if g q d - a .i i i i
If g q d - a then e s z , and we may set D s 0. Otherwise, ifi i i i i i
g q d G a then either we have g - a and we may set D s e y z si i i i i i i i
 .d y a y g satisfying 0 F DH - d or we have g G a in which case wei i i i i i
set D s e y z s d . In all cases we have 0 F D F d ,and since wei i i i i i
d Dassumed that x g M we also have x g M.
COROLLARY 11. Conjecture 4 holds when J is generated by binomials and
I is generated by monomials. In particular, when J is generated by binomials
tight closure of monomial ideals commutes with localization at any monomial
in RrJ.
Proof. Applying Lemma 9 we reduce to the case where I is generated
by one variable, while Lemma 10 shows that the maximal degree of a
w q xreduced Grobner basis for J q I grows linearly with q.È
The second part of the previous corollary can be proved using a quite
w xdifferent method Sm .
5. CONJECTURE 4 IN ``GENERIC COORDINATES''
Throughout the rest of this paper R will denote the polynomial ring
w xk x , . . . , x where k is a field, and we fix the reverse lexicographical1 n
order on R. We also let m be the irrelevant maximal ideal of R. For any
 .  < 4graded R-module M we define e M s max d g Z M / 0 . For anyd
 .ideal K ; R we let D K be the maximal degree of a minimal generator
 .for in K .
We will first consider the case where I and J are homogeneous ideals.
 .  .Let GL n, k act on R via a linear change of variables: for all g g GL n, k
 . n a j n  n .a jwith i, j entry g we define g x s   g x and extendi j js1 j js1 is1 i j i
 .to R by k-linearity. We denote by B the Borel subgroup of GL n, k
consisting of upper triangular invertible matrices.
DEFINITION 12. Let M be a graded R-module. The Castelnuo¨ o]
Mumford regularity of M is the smallest integer m such that for every j the
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jth syzygy of M is generated in degrees F m q j. We denote the regular-
 .  .   i  .. < 4ity of M by reg M . Equivalently, reg M s max e H M q i i g Zm
 w x.cf. Section 6 in NS .
w xSee Section 20.5 in E for an introduction to the Castelnuovo]Mumford
regularity and its basic properties.
The connection between regularity and the complexity of Grobner basesÈ
is given by the following theorem:
w xTHEOREM 13. E, Theorem 15.18; BS, Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 .
Let I ; R be a homogeneous ideal.
 .  .1 There exists a Zariski open set U ; GL n, k , meeting B non-
 .  .  .tri¨ ially and a monomial ideal Gin I ; R such that in gI s Gin I for all
g g U.
 .  .2 The degree of a minimal generator of I is at most reg I .
 .  .   ..  .   ..3 We ha¨e reg I F reg in I and reg I s reg Gin I .
 .The ideal Gin I in the statement of the pre¨ious theorem is called the
generic initial ideal of I.
 w q x.Our next goal is to relate D J q I , after a linear change of ¨ariables, to
the regularity of J q I w q x. In order to do so, one would like to know that there
  w q x..  w q x.exists a g g B for which in g J q I s Gin J q I simultaneously for
all q.
LEMMA 14. Let k be an uncountable field and let P ; R be a non-
 4`  .maximal prime ideal. Let U be a sequence of open subsets of Spec R . Ifi is1
 .  ` .  .U l V P is not empty for all i then F U l V P is not empty.i is1 i
Proof. Each U is the intersection of finitely many elementary openi
 .sets, hence we may assume that for all i, U s D a for some a g R. Leti i i
 .  .S be the set of minimal primes of P q a R. Since D a l V P is noti i i
empty, a f P for all i, and, therefore, S consist of minimal primes ini i
 .  4V P y P .
 < 4Let L s l g k x y l f P , and for each l g L let Q be any mini-n l
 .mal prime of P q x y l R. Notice that for all l g L, Q is minimal inn l
 .  4V P y P and for different l , l g L we have Q / Q .1 2 l l1 2
`  .  .If F D a is disjoint from V P then for all l g L there exists a iis1 i
such that a g Q , i.e., Q g S for some i. But each S is finite, hencei l l i i
` ` < 4  .  .Q l g L W D S , i.e., F D a l V P is not empty.l is1 i is1 i
 4COROLLARY 15. Assume that k is an uncountable field, and let I bei ig N
  ..any countable set of ideals of R. There exists a g g B such that in g I si
 .Gin I for all i.i
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 .Proof. For each i let U ; GL n, k be the open set with the propertyi
  ..  .that in u I s Gin I for all u g U . Additionally, we have U l B / B.i i i i
The conclusion is now an immediate application of the previous lemma.
COROLLARY 16. Assume that k has prime characteristic p, and let I, J ; R
be homogeneous ideals. For some linear change of ¨ariables g g B we ha¨e
D g J q I w q x F reg J q I w q x .  . .
for all q.
6. THE REGULARITY OF J q I w q x
In this section we first explore a case where the analysis of the regularity
of J q I w q x provides an affirmative answer for Conjecture 1. This special
case occurs when I is in ``general position'' in RrJ.
We conclude the section with an analysis of the regularity of J q I w q x in
some special cases which include the case where I is principal and the case
where J is generated by monomials.
Throughout this section we shall say that the regularity of a sequence of
 4ideals I ``grows linearly with n'' if it is bounded from above by a linearn
function of n.
 w x.DEFINITION 17. cf. Definition 2.1 in NS . Let M be finitely generated
graded R-module. An homogeneous element f is called a filter element on
 .  4  .M if f f Ass M y m , i.e., if 0: f has finite length. A sequence ofM
homogeneous elements f , . . . , f is called a filter sequence on M if f is a1 r i
  . .filter element on Mr f , . . . , f M for all 1 F i F r , i.e.,1 iy1
 .0: f has finite length for all 1 F i F r.Mr f , . . . , f .M i1 iy1
A basic property of filter sequences which will be exploited frequently in
 .  a1 a r .this section is that if f , . . . , f is a filter sequence on M, so is f , . . . , f1 r 1 r
for any positive integers a , . . . , a .1 r
PROPOSITION 18. Let I, J ; R be homogeneous ideals and let a g R be a
w q x   w q x..filter element on J q I for all large q. Let b s reg Rr J q I . Thenq
R
b 0qa H s 0.a R w q x /J q I
Proof. By the definition of a filter element we have
R R
0 0H s Ha R mw q x w q x /  /J q I J q I
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therefore,
R R R
b 0 b 0 b 0q q qa H s a H ; m H s 0.a R m mw q x w q x w q x /  /  /J q I J q I J q I
LEMMA 19. Let I, J ; R be homogeneous ideals and assume that the
image of I in RrJ is generated by a filter sequence f , . . . , f on RrJ. Then1 r
  w q x..there exists a positi¨ e integer C such that reg Rr J q I F Cq.
Proof. We apply induction on r. If r s 0 the lemma is obviously true.
 q q .Assume now that r ) 0. Let J s J q f , . . . , f R and assume that forq 1 ry1
 .some positive integer C we have reg RrJ F Cq for all q.q
We have the following two exact sequences
f qR Rrq q0 ª 0: f yq ª yq ª f ª 0 .  . .R r J r rq J Jq q
and
R R R
q0 ª f ª ª ª 0.r qJ J J q f Rq q q r
 q.Since 0: f has finite length the first sequence implies thatR r J rq
R R
q qreg yq s max reg 0: f yq , reg f , .  . .R r J r rq 5 /  /J Jq q
therefore,
R R R
qreg f F reg yq s reg q q F C q 1 q. .  .r /  /  /J J Jq q q
But the second sequence shows that
R R R
qreg F max reg f y 1, regrq  5 /  /  /J q f R J Jq r q q
F max C q 1 q y 1, Cq - C q 1 q. 4 .  .
THEOREM 20. Let I, J ; R be homogeneous ideals and let a g R be an
homogeneous element. Assume that the image of I in RrJ is generated by a
filter sequence f , . . . , f on RrJ and assume that a is a filter element on1 r
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 .Rr I q J . Then there exists a positi¨ e integer C such that
R
C q 0a H s 0.a R w q x /J q I
In particular, the tight closure of the image of I in RrJ commutes with
localization at a.
 .Proof. Notice that since f , . . . , f , a form a filter sequence on RrJ so1 r
 q q .does f , . . . , f , a for all q and, therefore, a is a filter element on1 r
 w q x.Rr J q I for all q. In view of the previous proposition it suffices to
  w q x..show that there exist a positive integer C such that reg Rr J q I F Cq,
and we are done by the previous lemma.
The proof of Lemma 19 may suggest that one could attempt to prove
that regularity grows linearly in the general case by induction on the
number of generators of I and that the regularity of J q I w q x may be
bounded by Cq where C is a constant which depends only on the number
of generators of I. The following example shows that this is not the case.
w xLet R s k a, b, x, y where k is any field. For any positive integer D the
 D D n n.  .regularity of a x y b y, x , y R is D q D q 1 n. The proof of this is
rather technical, but one can easily see that there ought to be syzygies of
D n n D n n  D D . Dny1. ny1high degree. We have a x y b y s a x y b y a x q
Dny2. ny2 Dny1. ny1.a x by q ??? qb y .
We now deal with the case where the image of I in RrJ is principal
 w x.which is also described in S :
THEOREM 21. For any homogeneous ideal J ; R and any homogeneous
element f g R the regularity of J q f nR grows linearly with n.
Proof. Let J s J q f nR. We have the following two exact sequencesn
R n Rf
n n0 ª 0: f yn ª yn ª f ª 0 .  . .R r J J J
and
R R R
n0 ª f ª ª ª 0.nJ J J q f R
 `.  N .If we pick N large enough so that J: f s J: f then for all n G N
 n ..   `.the first sequence shows that reg f RrJ F max reg J: f q
 . 4  n, reg RrJ q n while the second sequence implies that reg Rr J q
n n `..   .  .4   .  .4f R F max reg RrJ , reg f RrJ F max reg J: f , reg RrJ q n.
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We conclude this section by exploring the growth of regularity for a
family of ideals which includes the case where J is generated by
monomials.
w xTHEOREM 22. Let I be a sequence of ideals of R s k x , . . . , x whoseq 1 n
 li  .q4 l  4 lGrobner bases ha¨e the form x h x where the l are multi-È i is1 i is1
 4 l  .indices and h ; R are homogeneous elements. Then reg I growsi is1 q
linearly with q.
 .Proof. By Theorem 13 3 it is enough to show that the regularity of
 .in I grows linearly with q, and, therefore, we may assume that h , . . . , hq 1 l
are monomials.
Pick a counter-example with minimal n. If x is not a zero-divisor onn
RrI then x does not occur in the generators of I and we may reduce toq n q
a counter-example with one fewer variable; thus we may assume that x isn
a zero divisor on RrI . This implies that either x divides some h or xq n j n
divides some x li.
l  li .We now proceed by induction on s s  deg x h .is1 i
 .Assume first that x divides h , . . . , h r G 1 and that it does notn 1 r
divide h , . . . , h . The short exact sequencerq1 l
x q R q I R Rn q
0 ª ª ª ª 0qI I x R q Iq q n q
 .   q . .   q ..4shows that reg RrI F max reg x R q I rI , reg Rr x R q I .q n q q n q
 q.But I : x is generated byq n
q q l lrq 1 lh h x x1 r ql l q1 rx , . . . , x , h , . . . , hrq1 lq l q lrq 1 l /  / /x x gcd x , x gcd x , x .  .n n n n
 q .and the induction hypothesis shows that the regularity of x R q I rI (n q q
  q.. . qRr I : x yq grows linearly. We also notice that the ideals x R q Iq n n q
are generated by
x q , x lrq 1 h , . . . , x ll h .n rq1 l
l  li . l1 q qand s )  deg x h q 1 unless r s 1 and x h s x . But in thisisrq1 i 1 n
 l2 q l l q.case if we let J s x h , . . . , x h R the short exact sequenceq 2 l
x q R q J R Rn q
0 ª ª ª ª 0qJ J x R q Jq q n q
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 .   q . .  .4shows that reg RrI F max reg x R q J rJ y 1, reg RrJ . By theq n q q q
induction hypothesis, the regularity of both RrJ andq
x q R q J Rn q ( yq .qJ J : xq q n
R
s yq .ql l q q l l q2 2 l lx rgcd x , x h , . . . , x rgcd x , x h R .  . .  . .n 2 n l
grow linearly with q.
Assume now that x does not divide any h but x divides x l1, . . . , x lsn i n
 . lsq 1 lls G 1 and x does not divide x , . . . , x . The short exact sequencen
x R q I R Rn q
0 ª ª ª ª 0
I I x R q Iq q n q
 .   . .   ..4shows that reg RrI F max reg x R q I rI , reg Rr x R q I . Theq n q q n q
 .ideals I : x are generated byq n
x l1 x ls
q q l lsq 1 lh , . . . , h , x h , . . . , x h1 r rq1 l /x xn n
 .and the induction hypothesis shows that the regularity of x R q I rI (n q q
  .. .Rr I : x y1 grows linearly. We also notice that the ideals x R q Iq n n q
are generated by
x , x lsq 1 h , . . . , x ll h .n sq1 l
l  li . l1 qand s )  deg x h q 1 unless s s 1 and x h s x , and in thisissq1 i 1 n
case we can produce a counter-example with one less variable.
COROLLARY 23. Let J be a monomial ideal and let I be any homogeneous
ideal. The regularity of J q I w q x grows linearly with q.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 8 and 22.
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